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[57] ABSTRACT
A method of producing a twisted, stabilized wire or
tube superconductor which can be used to wind elec-
tromagnets, armatures, rotors, field windings for mo-
tors and generators, and other magnetic devices which
use a solenoid, toroidal, or other type winding. At-
least one groove is formed along the length of a wire
substrate which is then twisted into a helix and a layer
of intermetallic superconducting material is formed in
the groove. This layer can be formed by depositing the
desired intermetallic compound into the groove or by
diffusing one component of the superconductor into
the groove formed in a substrate composed of the
other component. The superconductor prepared by
this method comprises a non-superconductor wire
twisted into the shape of a helix, having at least one
groove containing a layer of superconductor material
along the length of the wire.
10 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures
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„ METHOD OF FABRICATING A TWISTED nPSPRIPTION OF THP FlfiHRFSCOMPOSITE SUPERCONDUCTOR BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES
FIG. 1 depicts a segment of a substrate wire used in
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION
 this inventio
P
n.
The invention described herein was made by employ- 5 FIG. 2 illustrates an end view of the substrate wire of
ees of the United States Government and may be man- FIG. 1.
ufactured and used by or for the Government for gov- FIG. 3 depicts the twisted substrate in the deposition
ernmental purposes without the payment of any royal- chamber used to vapor deposit the intermetallic super-
ties thereon or therefor. . conductor.
10 FIG. 4 shows the twisted superconductor of this in-
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION vention.
1. Field of the Invention FIG. 5 illustrates a magnet constructed by winding
The present invention relates to intermetallic com- the superconducting wire around a core.
pound superconductors; specifically it relates to inter- DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
metallic compound superconductors in a twisted form '5 EMBODIMENTS
useful for electromagnet windings.
2. Description of the Prior Art: The substrate which forms the base of the twisted su-
The brittleness of intermetallic superconductor ma- perconductor comprises a normal conducting material
terials has severely restricted the use of these unique having at least one 8roove f°nned along its length. The
compounds in aeronautical and astronautical applica- 20 grooves may be formed by any conventional technique
tions. This is especially true where small and light either at the time the wire is drawn or extruded or after
weight windings are required. the ^ire is formed b* swagg'ng- for example. FIGS. 1
Intermetallic superconductors have been used in and 2 tt^trate a segment and an end view of a sub-
large size windings where their brittleness was not a „ strate wire l havin8 a P»u«Kty of grooves 2. The nor-
factor. An example of this type of use is disclosed in 25 mal conducting materials which may form the substrate
U.S. Pat. No. 3,548,078, which teaches embedding a include «taintess steel, niobium, Hastelloy and vana-
superconduc.or wire in a substrate composed of a nor- dium. The only requ.rements for the substrate material
mal conducting material. are thf.Il «* sufficiently ductile to enable it to be
_ . . f , ,, , , twisted into the desired configuration and that it beTechniques for forming smaller superconductor ele- ,n ... .. . ° . . . .
.. . . . . i e n . M -> *n* *>oi j compatible with the superconductor material to be de-
ments are disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,504,283 and .^ , f
3,352,007. The former patent teaches a method of _,, ' . . , . ,
, . . . . . . i - j u The substrate containing the grooves i s next twistedforming a superconducting material into a solenoid by ... . ° . .. . ./- . . . .. *•, , j- -, forming each groove into a helix having a predeter-first depositing a thin film of superconducting material
 mined diameter ^ number Qf tufns unjt Qf ,
upon the surface of a nonmagnetic cylinder and then
 35 Thjs ^.^ conf tion is shown b the he,tcal
removing a selected portion of the material to leave a
 yes 2 on ^ twjsted substrate , in FIG 4
thm film superconductor in the shape of a solenoid.
 A , of intermetallic superconducting material is
The latter patent illustrates a diffusion method of form-
 then formed jn the grooves 2 Thjs ,ayer can be formed
ing a superconductor by removing a portion of wax in
 ejther fey de iti the superconductor on the groove
the shape of a spiral from a wax coated ceramic cylin- 40
 surface or by diffusing a compOUnd, which forms an in-
der and then impregnating the exposed portion of the termetallic superconductor with the substrate material,
ceramic with a molten metal capable of being rendered
 into the surface of the groove.
superconducting. Both of these techniques require the
 The intermetallic superconductor may be deposited
use of relatively large and heavy nonconducting sub-
 by any conventional procedure, such as vapor deposi-
strates and therefore have little utility in aeronautical 45
 tion metalized spray and sputtering. The vapor deposi-
and astronautical applications where small size and low
 tion of niobium-stannide from niobium pentachloride
weight are necessary.
 and stannous dichloride will be described for purposes
A similar size and weight disadvantage is applicable
 of illustration.
to commonly used alloy superconducting composites, The twisted wire substrate 1 is connected to electri-
such as twisted filaments of niobium-titanium. These 50
 ca| |eads 4 and 5 m deposition chamber 6 shown in
composites suffer the further disadvantage of not pro- FIG. 3. The leads 4 and 5 are connected to an electrical
ducing the intense magnetic fields or high current den- power source which is not shown. This causes the sub-
sities of intermetallic compound superconductors. strate to heat in accordance with the method which will
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 55 "°W be. d«cribed' Thke ch'°ride and. hydrogen gases
enter the deposition chamber through conduits 7 and
The object of the present invention is to provide a g, respectively. Exhaust conduit 9 serves as an exit
relatively small and light weight superconductor wind- from the chamber. Prior to starting the deposition pro-
ing useful in aeronautical and astronautical applica- cess the chamber 6 is purged with helium gas. The
tions. chamber 6 is then heated and maintained at a tempera-
Another object is to provide an intermetallic super- ture between 600° and 750° C., preferably 675° C. The
conductor in the form of a twisted stabilized wire. substrate is heated to a temperature of between 850° C.
These objects are accomplished by twisting a wire and 1,100° C., preferably 900° C. Vaporized niobium
containing at least one groove extending along its pentachloride and stannous dichloride are introduced
length to form the groove into a helix having a prede-
 6J into the chamber through conduit 7. In the chamber
termined number of turns per unit length and then the chlorides are mixed with hydrogen which enters the
forming a layer of intermetallic superconductor in the chamber through conduit 8. It is desirable that the hy-
groove by vapor deposition or diffusion. drogen be introduced directly into the deposition zone
3,763,552
3 4
and preferably the hydrogen inlets should be directed ductor at the present time. -
at the heated substrate. The hydrogen reduces the FIG. 5 illustrates a magnet constructed by winding &
mixed chlorides to form Nb3Sn on the substrate sur- wire made in accordance with the invention around a
face. • core 3. Because of the helical form of the superconduc-
The Nb,Sn covering the land area of the substrate is 5 tor material, superconducting eddy currents which are
then removed by conventional photoresist-chemical detrimental are cancelled out.
etching techniques. One such method comprises cover- What is claimed is:
ing the Nb3Sn coated substrate with Kodak Metal Etch 1. A method of forming a twisted composite super-
Resist (KMER); then setting the resist and removing conducting wire comprising:
the unset portion from the nongrooved areas. Finally 10
 a. forming at least one groove in a substrate wire ex-
the exposed Nb3Sn is etched away with KOH heated to tending along the length of said wire,
from about 90° C. to 100° C. b. twisting the wire about its longitudinal axis to form
An alternative method of forming a niobium-stannide ,ne groove jnto a helix, and then
layer comprises immersing a twisted niobium substrate
 c forming a layer of superconducting material in said
in a molten tin bath maintained in a vacuum or inert at- is helical groove
mosphere and heated to a temperature of approxi- 2. The method of forming a twisted superconducting
mately 950° C. The molten bath may contain small
 wire according to claim , wherein said substrate wire
amounts of a third material such as zirconium to im-
 jg selected from the roup of meta|s consisting of stain-
prove the superconducting properties. The Nb,Sn layer ,ess stee| niobium> Hastelloy and vanadium,
on the nongrooved areas is removed by the same tech- 20
 3 The method of formi a twisted superconducting
mque as is used in the vapor deposit.on technique de-
 wjre accordin to claim l wherein said superconduc.
scribed above. Alternatively, the land areas of the mo-
 tj materja, fa M intermeta|,jc compound.
bium substrate are masked to prevent diffusion of the
 4 The metho(J of formi a ^.^ rconducti
tin into these surfaces. One method of accomplishing
 wjre accordj to daim 3
S
wherein sai([ interrnetallic
this result is to coat the wire with a layer of copper and 25 , . ?,. „
.. ... ., , . . . * V . . compound is Nb.Sn.then with a second layer of nickel. This pre-coated sub- _ C,. , . ,, . ... . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . , • r . 5. The method of forming a twisted superconducting
strate is then dipped in the molten tin bath. . ,. . . . ° . . ,r . °TU j-ee • i u _r j u wire according to claim 1 wherein said superconduc-The diffusion process can also be performed by ap- . ... . . . . ..
plying one component of the intermetallic supercon- tin« ™tenal" vapor-deposited in said groove,
ductor to a substrate comprising the other component, 30 6" The method of fonTg a twlsted superconducting
by vapor deposition, sputtering, or metallized spraying. wire accord'ng to =lalm 5 whe/eln sald superconduc-
Thus a layer of tin may be applied to a niobium sub- ""8 materlal IS vapor-deposited in the groove by pass-
strate. The coated substrate is then heated to a temper- '"8 a mlxture of vaporized niobium pentachlor.de, tin
ature sufficiently high to diffuse the coated material dichlonde and hydrogen over the substrate wire heated
into the substrate and thus form the interrnetallic com- 35 to a temperature sufficient to reduce the chlorides and
pound. form Nb'Sn"
The superconductor formed by the above process is 7- The method of forming a twisted superconducting
illustrated in FIG. 4 and comprises a twisted wire sub- wlre accordmg to claim 6 wherein said wire is heated
strate 10 having at least one helical groove 11 contain- to a temperature of approximately 900° C.
ing a layer of interrnetallic superconductor 12 and ex- 40 8- A method of forming a twisted superconducting
tending along the length of the substrate. The substrate wire according to claim 3 wherein said wire substrate
in an exemplary case is composed of stainless steel, nio- comprises one element of said interrnetallic compound
bium, Hastelloy or vanadium and the intermetallic and the layer of superconducting material is formed by
compound is Nb,Sn. It should be recognized that any diffusing the second component of said intermetallic
other ductile material can be used as a substrate and 45 compound into the surface of the groove,
any intermetallic superconductor can be used to coat '• A method of forming a twisted superconducting
the grooved areas. w're according to claim 8 wherein said substrate com-
Intermetallic compounds which can be deposited in prises niobium and said second component is tin.
the helical grooves of the substrate in accordance with 10. A method of forming a twisted superconducting
the method of the invention include V3Ga, NbN, V,Si, 50 wire according to claim 9 wherein the tin is diffused
NbsAl, Nb3Ga, Nb,Sn, and Nbs(AIGe). Nb,Ga has the into the grooves by immersing the twisted wire into a
highest known critical temperature for a binary com- molten tin bath at a temperature of approximately 950°
pound superconductor while Nb,(AlGe) has the high- C.
est known critical temperature of any known supercon- * * * * *
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